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Abstract
Anneva is a project that is attempting to lower the amount of supervision required to train an artificial
neural network through the use of simulated evolution. Many neural network training methods rely on
training vectors to outline the inputs and desired output of a network. Anneva sets out to replace this
set of exemplars with a genetic operators. Anneva still uses established network training methods but
applies them to the learning process in a novel manor.

Introduction
Anneva is an evolutionary algorithm that is designed to guide the learning process of Artificial Neural
Networks. The project does set out to replace existing Neural Network training method but to control
their application. The Backpropagation method can successfully train a Neural Network to a set of
training vectors. This does not answer some important questions. How are the training vectors created
and will these networks that generalizes well to the problem? Anneva replaces the need to define
training vectors with the genetic operators used during the evolution.

Artificial Neural Networks
An Artificial Neural Networks is a form of Artificial Intelligence that is modeled after biological neural
networks such as the human mind. “In a simplified model, the input layer to the network provides our
sensory input from the environment; the middle layer, or cerebral cortex, processes the inputs; and the
output layer provides motor control back to the environment (Jones 166).” This paper will not going
into working of Artificial Neural Networks but this information is not critical to understanding of the
working of Anneva.
There are however a couple of important things to know about Neural Network. A Neural Network
will take an input vector and determine a classification (or output) based on the values in the vector. In
order make an intelligent classification a Neural Network must be trained. Anneva utilized the
Backpropagation Algorithm to accomplish the training.

Evolutionary Algorithms
Evolutionary Algorithms are a technique for that optimization that simulates the principals of
evolution. First a population of random solutions is created. These solutions are evaluated using a
fitness functions and the fitness function is used to select members of the population for recombination.
Selection methods generally give a fitter solution a higher a probability of selection than a less fit
solution. The recombination will take sections from selected parents and create a new solution from
these pieces of solution. To keep a population from becoming locked into a local maximum a mutation
scheme is applied to the recombination. Mutations are random changes that are applied to the values in
the solution in a newly created generation. The same process is then applied to newly created
generation to create the third generation and so on until a algorithm converges on a solution (or an exit
condition is meet).

Network Application
A simplified image recognition problem was created in order to test the performance of ANNEVA.
The problem consists of trying to find a search image that has been drawn onto a background image.
Since search image is not taken from the background a transparency mask is applied to the search
image to help it blend into the background. Drawing the search image onto the background in this
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manner helps to make the search image stand out and easier to identify. Figure One shows intensity
values from a sub-section of the background image. Figure Two shows that same section of the
background after the search image draw over it.

The intensity value is taken from the HSI (hue, saturation, intensity) model representation of the pixel
values. The HSI model “closely corresponds with the way humans describe and interpret color.
(Gonzalex and Woods 402)” The HSI model decouples the color-carrying information from the
intensity (brightness). Since the intensity represents meaningful information about a pixel in a single
value it is an ideal choice for the input value.
The search image is a star icon taken of the open source Crystal Project icon set. The background
image is a picture of a sunset that comes with some Windows installations as a sample picture. The
image is resized from 128x128 pixels to 10x10 pixels. After the resize all pixels with a intensity
greater than 0.90 (intensities are store as in a range 0.0 – 1.0) are set to be fully transparent. This
causes a convex section of the search image to become transparent. Figure Three shows the search in
the different stages of the image processing.
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The Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT) for Java was utilized for most of the image processing done in
Anneva.

Network Input
Before a network can determine whether a section of the combined image (the background after the
search image has been drawn) contains the search image, information about the section must be
extracted into a input vector. To do this a ten by ten section of the image is read from the combined
image and the intensity of each of the pixels is calculated. Each of the intensity value taken from the
ten by ten section is treated as an input into the Neural Network. This gives each network a total of a
hundred input nodes.

Network Topology
All the Neural Networks created in Anneva have the same network topology. As mentioned in the
previous section, the networks will have 100 inputs. Two outputs nodes are need, one node to
represent a match and another for a miss. A single hidden layer of fifty nodes was chosen for network
in Anneva. The decision to choose fifty nodes was arbitrary and since it does not have trouble training
to a set of intensity vectors it was not changed. Figure 4 is a graphically representation of the described
topology.
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Direct Training Method
In order to test the performance of ANNEVA two different Neural Networks were trained directly to
intensity vectors taken from sample images. Two sampling methods were used to extract training
vector to train the Neural Networks. The first method will take 30 random samples from the
background image and classify them as a misses and stored them as training vectors. Ten random
location will the be chosen from through out the background. The intensities at the random locations
will be classified as misses and stored training vectors as well. The search image will then be drawn at
the previously chosen random location. The intensities of the combined image will as be stored as a
input vector but this time they will be classified as matches.
The second directly trained Neural Network will extract 36 samples from background taken from
evenly space interval spanning the entire image. Seven random location will be chosen from through
out the background, classified as misses and stored. The search image will then be drawn at the
previously chosen random location and intensities of the combined image will be stored.

Evolutionary Approach
The population used in the evolutionary algorithm consist of Multilayer Perception Neural Networks
with 100 input, 50 hidden, 2 output nodes. Anneva is able to converge consistently with in 100
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generations with small populations. Population sizes of ten and twenty-five were tested and converged
in a timely manner.

Genetic Operators
Fitness
A networks performance is measure by testing it against a generated tested image. When generating
the test image ten search images are placed in random locations on the background image. The
intensities at the search image locations are stored. The intensities from only the background image at
the search image locations are also stored. Thirty more ten by ten sub-sections of intensities are taken
from random location in the background image.
The fifty intensity vectors are used as a set of test vectors to evaluate the performance of a particular
network. When a network correctly identifies a vector as not having the search image its fitness is
increased by one. Since there is forty such vectors this moves the fitness range to forty as well. If one
of the vectors containing a search image is correctly identified then that networks fitness is increased
by two. This makes that highest possible fitness sixty.

Selection
Anneva uses a roulette section mechanism to select the parent of the next generation. Roulette
selection works by assigning each member a probability of selection based on its fitness. To compute
this probability the total fitness of the population is summed. Each member of the population's fitness
is divided by the total fitness and that value is assigned as that networks probability. This ensures that
the sum of the fitnesses will total 1.0. This allows the probabilities to represent a section of the range
0.0 to 1.0. A random number between zero and one is generated and used to select the corresponding
member of the population.
Recombination
The recombination consists of two major parts, a set of training vectors and the actual parent networks.
The training vectors are generated in a similar fashion as the training vectors used to direct training
approach. Each generation a set of intensities vectors are pulled from a combined image but are not
classified. These vectors will be used in the recombination each member of next generation. Since
these vectors affect all the member of the next generation they are looked at as the environment for the
next generation.
After two parents have been selected they are used to classify each of the environment vectors. Once
the environment vectors are classified there are trained to a member of the next generation using
backpropagation. In the initial stages of evolution many of the environment vectors will be classified
incorrectly but as the fitness of the population increases will happen less. The environment vectors
change each generation to try and prevent the population from evolving networks that do not generalize
to the problem space. The mutation scheme is applied directly to environment vectors before the
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member of the next generation is trained.
Elitism was initialed implemented as part of the Anneva's recombination. Elitism is the coping of the
top percentage current generation into the next. This help to ensure that the best member of a
population will not be lost during the selection process. The elitism seems cause a the algorithm to
converges a few generation quicker but does cause a significant impact on the performance. It did
however provide a useful piece of information. After a top member of the population is copied over to
next generation it was evaluated with the new set of environment vectors. When having its fitness
reevaluated a top-member of the previous generation can end up having a lower fitness in the next
generation.
Mutation
The mutation scheme used in Anneva is fairly simply and is applied to a classified environment vector
before they are trained to the next generation. A random number between 0.0 and 1.0 is chosen and if
that number is below the mutation rate of 2.5 percent a mutation occurs. The mutation will randomly
assign a new classification to the environment vector. This mutation scheme which will not always
cause a change in classification since it is possible the new classification will be the same value as the
original classification.

Results
A total of four networks were tested against two test images. A network was trained for each of the
two direct training methods and the two of the evolved networks. The first evolved network was
evolved in a population of size 25 and the second evolved in a population of size 10. Since the
algorithm converges easily without Elitism, it was not used during the evolution of these networks.
Each of the testing images contain five search images drawn onto the various location of the
background image.

Data Representation
The results of the tests are stored in an image that is the same dimension as the test image. Every pixel
location in a test image is feed into the network that is being tested. If that location is determined to
match the search pattern the corresponding position in the result image is set to red. If the network
classifies a miss the corresponding position in the result image is set white.

Test Image One
The first test image will place its search images at the following pixel locations: (5, 5), (30,30), (55,5),
(5,55), and (55,55). The resulting test image is show in Figure 5.
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Test Image One Results
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From these images we can see that the evolved networks cluster tighter around the the locations of the
search images.

Test Image Two
The second test image will place its search images at the following pixel locations: (15,15), (35,65),
(105,5), (5,105), and (105,105). The resulting test image is show in Figure 10. This test pattern
proved much hard to classify. The search image at (105,105) proved the hardest to classify correctly as
the background and search images have many pixels close to the same intensity.
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Test Image Two Results
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Conclusion
Anneva was successfully in training Neural Networks using Simulated Evolution. The evolved Neural
Networks are created without defining a specific set of training vectors. These network performed as
well as if not better than network trained using traditional Backpropagation for the simplified image
recognition problem.
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